**Objective**
The student will identify antonyms.

**Materials**
- Antonym domino cards (Activity Master V.002.AM1a - V.002.AM1b)

**Activity**
Students match antonyms by playing a domino game.
1. Scatter antonym domino cards face up on a flat surface.
2. Taking turns, student one places the START domino on the table, and reads the word on the other end of the domino (i.e., awake).
3. Looks for a domino with an antonym (i.e., asleep). Connects it to the domino.
4. Student two reads the word on the other side of the domino (i.e., brave), finds the domino with a matching antonym (i.e., fearful), and reads the word. Connects it to the domino.
5. Continue until all the dominoes are connected.
6. Peer evaluation

**Extensions and Adaptations**
- Use synonym dominoes (Activity Master V.002.AM2a - V.002.AM2b).
- Make other dominoes (Activity Master V.002.AM3).
START/awake, asleep/brave, fearful/brief, long/capture, release/allow, forbid/success
failure/answer, question/argue, agree/plus, minus/rude, polite/hero, coward/STOP
START/anger, rage/surprise, astonishing, one, single/hide, conceal/wealth, riches/pardon
Vocabulary
Antonym Dominoes - Adaptation (Synonyms)

supply

vacant

turn

forgive

provide

empty

revolve

write

frighten

record

forgive/supply, provide/vacant, empty/tturn, revolve/terrify, frighten/write, record/STOP
Antonym Dominoes

START

STOP

blank dominoes